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This project explores the convergence and synergy between computer gaming engines and medical visualization of 3D anatomic data. The goal is to create a prototype of an extremely realistic interactive virtual person/patient for teaching medicine. The project is producing novel interfaces for exploring the virtual body using a behavioral engine approach, inspired by gaming techniques. Our effort is guided by the concept of the viewer influencing rather than controlling the virtual patient.

The construction of the 3D anatomic models that form the body of the virtual person uses data from the Visible Human Project, CT and MRI image data. The current prototype is a high-resolution 3D patient controlled with a set of interactive tools. The user is able to see exterior and interior elements of the body, can change the position of cameras around the patient, and select visualization tools from a 3D toolbox. The toolbox includes a navigation tool, an x-ray tool, a pin camera tool, a slicing tool, a cutting tool, a peeling tool, a storyline tool and a web tool. Each tool allows the user to manipulate the patient model or create customized views or animation paths. Current work is aimed at adding realistic motion (e.g. walking, sitting, gesticulation etc.) and emotion to the model. The figures below illustrate the current model and some of the interactive tools.
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The X-ray tool: Positioning the camera allows close-up transparent views to the interior anatomy.

The storyline tool: Students and teachers can create custom animations by linking together multiple cameras.

The slicer tool: Users can advance through the model and see the corresponding anatomic and radiologic images.